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Preface
Statistics used in this report were gathered from the Situation Report and Incident Status 
Summary (ICS-209) programs1. Previous National Interagency Coordination Center (NICC) 
annual reports and other sources were also used in this document. The statistics presented 
here are intended to provide a national perspective of annual fire activity, but they may not 
reflect official figures for a specific agency. The statistics are delineated by agency and 
Geographic Area. This document and prior year annual reports are available electronically on 
NICC’s Intelligence web page: 
https://www.predictiveservices.nifc.gov/intelligence/intelligence.htm  

Resource mobilization statistics used in this report were gathered from the Interagency 
Resource Ordering Capability system (IROC), which tracks tactical, logistical, service, and 
support resources mobilized by the national incident dispatch coordination system. Statistics 
presented in this report are resources requested by any of the ten Geographic Area 
Coordination Centers (GACCs) and processed through NICC, apart from incident management 
teams2. Requests by FEMA are placed to NICC through Emergency Support Function (ESF) 
#4 (Firefighting). The resource ordering process and procedures may be found in the National 
Mobilization Guide. The National Mobilization Guide can be found on the NICC web site 
(https://www.nifc.gov/nicc/) under reference materials.  

1 Situation Report and ICS-209 data are considered situational and provisional, as they are reported while wildfire activity and incidents are 
occurring, plus they do not account for all wildland fires and their final outcomes.  Some wildfires, including many that are suppressed solely 
by private citizens or local fire departments (not by wildland fire management agencies), are never reported to any Dispatch Center that 
submits Situation Report data. Additionally, ICS-209 reports are not required for the small, short duration wildfires that comprise the vast 
majority of overall fire occurrence annually.  For official data and summary statistics, one must contact each of the individual agencies affected 
and refer to their final fire reports and other authoritative sources of agency-specific information. 
2 This report only tallies resource requests processed through NICC, with the exception of Incident Management Team mobilizations, it 
excludes the substantial number of IROC orders that were placed and filled within the same GACC.  It also excludes any resource usage not 
tracked in IROC, such as local dispatch of initial attack resources. 

Geographic Area Coordination Centers

https://www.predictiveservices.nifc.gov/intelligence/intelligence.htm
https://www.nifc.gov/nicc/
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2021 Fire Environment Summary 

January – March 
Below normal precipitation was observed across much of the United States (US), especially 
the contiguous US (CONUS), in January and February. Above normal temperatures were also 
prevalent in January, with the strongest anomalies on the northern Plains and across the Great 
Lakes into the Northeast. Record setting cold temperatures developed across the central US 
during the first half of February leading to widespread snow cover and significant infrastructure 
impacts. Due to these cold temperatures, much of the US experienced well below normal 
temperatures for the month except the Great Basin, California, the Southwest, and Florida. 
Much of the West observed below average precipitation and cooler than normal temperatures 
in March. The Colorado Front Range through the central Plains into the Ohio and Tennessee 
Valleys observed above average precipitation, but the northern and southern Plains, Florida, 
and the Northeast were drier than average. Hawai’i had record setting rains in March that 
included widespread and severe flooding. Like previous months, the warmest and driest 
anomalies were present across the northern Plains. 

By the end of March, snow water equivalent (SWE) across much of the West and Alaska 
remained near to above normal, with the highest values in Washington and northern Oregon 
according to data from the National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). Most areas in 
the Southwest and much of the Sierra had below average SWE and snowpack. Drought 
continued for much of the West, with large swaths of extreme to exceptional drought in the 
Southwest, Great Basin, and on the West Slope. Portions of the Plains, especially the northern 
Plains and southern High Plains, had drought expand and intensify in early 2021. According to 
the National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI), Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, 
and Utah had their driest April – March period in 126 years, with California and Colorado 
having their third and fourth driest April – March period, respectively. 

Large fire activity was minimal in the West in January and February but scattered large fire 
activity continued in the Southern Area. A strong Santa Ana wind event affected southern 
California in mid-January with an increase of fire activity, but widespread and areas of heavy 
precipitation reduced fire potential across southern California and the Southwest later in the 
month. Wind-driven fire spread on the northern and central Plains resulted in several large 
fires in mid-January, and dry and windy conditions led to short duration wind-driven fires 
across portions of the Plains, including snow free areas on the High and northern Plains, in 
February. 

Large fire activity increased across the US in March, especially in Southern, Eastern, Rocky 
Mountain, Northern Rockies, and Southwest Geographic Areas. Dry and windy conditions led 
to short duration wind-driven large fires across these areas periodically through March, 
including numerous large fires on March 29. A Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisory was in effect 
for northwest Minnesota due to fires carrying in all fuel types, including peat, and the potential 
for rapid fire spread. 

April – June 
After a dry April with mostly above average temperatures west of the Continental Divide, SWE 
dropped to below normal across much of the West according to NRCS. The Southwest and 
much of the Sierra had well below average SWE, but above average SWE was noted in parts 
of Washington and Alaska at the end of April. Above average precipitation in northern 
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Minnesota into the western Great Lakes helped improve fuel conditions enough to rescind the 
Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisory issued in March. Additionally, well above average rainfall 
along the central Gulf Coast and in Florida eased concerns for above normal significant fire 
potential May into June. Snowpack across most of the West dropped to well below average 
values in May, including some record low values in the Sierra. Above average rainfall was 
observed across the central and southern High Plains and eastward across much of Texas into 
the Lower Mississippi Valley. Dry conditions continued for eastern North Dakota into the Great 
Lakes, but timely precipitation and near to below normal temperatures helped limit significant 
fire activity during May. 

Numerous all-time record high temperatures were set in the Pacific Northwest, northern Great 
Basin, and Northern Rockies at the end of June as part of a historic heat wave. Lightning 
activity increased dramatically across much of the West, including Alaska, during multiple 
episodes in June. Lightning episodes were also preceded and followed by very hot and dry 
weather, including a heat wave across the broader Desert Southwest around mid-June and the 
historic heat wave across the Pacific Northwest, Northern Rockies, and northern Great Basin 
in late June. Widespread temperatures above 100°F, including many stations above 105-
110°F, were observed across the Pacific Northwest, Northern Rockies, and northern Great 
Basin.  Portland reached 116°F, SeaTac 108°F, and Quillayute 110°F, which broke its previous 
all-time record high temperature by 11°F. Dallesport, WA and Hermiston, OR set state records 
for high temperature at 118°F. The first surge of monsoonal moisture arrived in the Southwest, 
Colorado, and southern Great Basin during the last few days of June. 

By the end of June, more than 90% of the West was in drought, with over half the region in 
extreme to exceptional drought (i.e., the highest two categories), becoming the most expansive 
and intense drought for the West this century at the time. Drought continued to intensify in 
California and parts of the Pacific Northwest and Northern Rockies, while persisting in the 
Great Basin and Southwest except for small reductions in New Mexico. Drought expanded in 
the Great Lakes and New England but improved in Texas and the Carolinas. Multiple Fuels 
and Fire Behavior Advisories were issued around early June and continued into July or August 
for the central Sierra, Utah and southern Nevada, Minnesota, and portions of Arizona and New 
Mexico. At one point in July, seven Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisories were in effect 
simultaneously. 

While the year-to-date acres burned remained well below the 10-year average at the end of 
April, there were notable large fires. This included two Type 1 Incident Management Teams 
being assigned to large fires in the Southwest during the last ten days of April, but the absence 
of critical fire weather patterns in areas with very dry fuels helped limit significant fire activity in 
May. Fuels remained very dry across large swaths of the Southwest, Great Basin, and 
California, with fuel dryness levels in much of the West being two to four weeks ahead of the 
typical seasonal progression.  

Fire activity increased significantly across the West during June. Most of the significant fire 
activity was in the Southwest, Colorado, Utah, and Montana through mid-June, with increasing 
fire activity across portions of California in mid to late June. The national Preparedness Level 
(PL) increased to four on June 22, the second earliest occurrence in PL history (i.e., since 
1990, when PL record-keeping began). 
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July – September 
Lightning activity continued across much of the West and Alaska during July. An abundant dry 
thunderstorm outbreak occurred July 7-8 across the interior Northwest and Northern Rockies 
that ignited numerous large fires throughout Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Montana. This 
lightning episode was also preceded and followed by very hot and dry weather. Several other 
episodes of mixed wet and dry thunderstorms occurred throughout the month. A strong start to 
the monsoon brought beneficial rainfall to the southern Great Basin, southeast California, 
southern Colorado, and Southwest where many locations received two to five times their 
normal precipitation for July. A surge of monsoon moisture at the end of July produced a 
period of wet thunderstorms for the Great Basin, Colorado, and Wyoming. 

Lightning activity continued across much of the West in August but decreased across Alaska. 
A round of thunderstorms in late July into early August ignited numerous large fires across 
northwest California into the Oregon and Washington Cascades. This lightning episode was 
also followed by periods of hot and dry weather into mid-August. A strong surge of monsoon 
moisture brought beneficial rainfall to Utah, western Colorado, southeast Idaho, western 
Wyoming and much of Montana. The monsoon continued across the Southwest through 
August while the Southeast continued to see above normal rainfall. The tropical Atlantic was 
active with Tropical Storm Henri making landfall in Rhode Island on August 22, and Hurricane 
Ida in Louisiana on August 29. 

Fire activity continued to increase significantly during July. Significant fire activity moderated in 
the Southwest, Utah, and Colorado due to the monsoon arrival, but increased markedly across 
the Northwest, northern California, Idaho, and Montana. The national PL increased to five on 
July 14, the third earliest occurrence in PL history. The area of extraordinary dry fuels in the 
westernmost states extended to Hawai’i, where the Mana Road fire, one the largest wildfires in 
the state’s history, burned 40,000 acres on the Big Island in late July and early August. Fire 
activity continued at very high levels throughout the West through August. Significant fire 
activity moderated across Idaho and Montana during the latter half of August, but increased 
significantly across the Northwest, northern California, and Minnesota.  

Through August, more than 95% of the West remained in drought, with over half the region in 
extreme to exceptional drought. This became the most expansive and intense drought for the 
West this century according to the US Drought Monitor. Drought continued to intensify in 
northern California, northern Great Basin, Minnesota, and parts of the Pacific Northwest and 
Northern Rockies. However, some improvement in the drought was observed over the 
Southwest and southern Utah due to a robust monsoon. Drought was alleviated in much of the 
Great Lakes and Northeast by the end of August. Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisories were 
added for central and southern Idaho, northern California, the Northern Rockies, the Sierra 
Front, and south-central and central Oregon in July. All these advisories were valid into August 
with most continuing into September. 

The months of July and August are when the nation’s largest wildfires ignited and burned 
prolifically in northern California and southern Oregon. Ultimately, just five fires would 
collectively account for more than two million acres burned.  The River Complex, Caldor, and 
Monument fires each burned between 200,000 and a quarter-million acres in California, and 
Oregon’s Bootleg fire burned more than 400,000 acres. The nation’s largest fire of 2021, the 
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Dixie fire in northern California, would ultimately grow to 963,000 acres, falling just short of a 
million acres and becoming the largest single wildfire in California’s history3. 

The fires in northern California and the Pacific Northwest remained very active in early 
September, including the Dixie and Caldor fires. Lightning spread across wide swaths of 
California, central and eastern Oregon, and Nevada on September 9-10, but enough 
precipitation fell to limit significant fire activity and initial attack. However, the Windy fire and 
KNP Complex started from this lightning and remained active through the end of the month. 
Additionally, the Cougar Peak, Dixie, Antelope, and Boundary fires were very active ahead of 
the lightning on September 9, all producing deep pyrocumulus or pyrocumulonimbus.  

Fire activity moderated in Minnesota due to multiple rounds of rain during the first half of 
September, with fire activity eventually abating in the Pacific Northwest, Idaho, and parts of 
Montana due to cooler temperatures, higher RH, and timely precipitation with shorter days by 
the end of September. The Haystack fire did make a four-plus mile run northeast of Butte, MT 
on September 18 amid strong southwest winds, with the Trail Creek and Alder Creek Fires 
having multiple days of extreme fire behavior during the month before activity diminished 
towards the end of the month. An uptick of large fire activity was also observed in Oklahoma. 

The national PL remained at five through September 20, spanning 68 days, which is the 
longest period since PL record keeping began in 1990. On September 28, the national PL 
dropped to three, which at 99 days is the longest period at PL four and five combined. 
However, year-to-date acres burned at the end of September remained below the 10-year 
average. 

Nearly 90% of the West remained in drought, with more than half of the West in the highest 
two categories of drought at the end of September. Above average precipitation was observed 
in much of the Pacific Northwest and into the northern Idaho Panhandle, and northwest and 
northeast portions of California during September. The rest of California and much of the Great 
Basin and Rocky Mountains had below average precipitation. Much of the CONUS had above 
normal temperatures except for western Washington and much of the Southeast where near to 
below normal temperatures were observed. 

October-December 
Above normal temperatures and dry conditions remained across the West Coast during the 
first half of October. The arrival of a strong atmospheric river October 23-25 substantially 
mitigated the dry conditions across much of the West. Numerous daily and 24-hour rainfall 
records were set during this event across California, Nevada, and Oregon. Precipitation across 
much of the US was above normal for October, but notable drier than normal areas included 
the Carolinas, central and southern High Plains, and portions of central Montana. Above 
normal temperatures were observed in October east of the Rockies, with near to below normal 
temperatures from the West Coast through the Intermountain West. 

Precipitation across the CONUS was below normal for November while portions of New 
Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas observed their driest November on record according to NCEI. 
Very dry conditions also continued through November for eastern Colorado, Kansas, and 
central Montana. An active storm pattern returned to the West by mid-December with 

3 2020’s August Complex, which ultimately burned over a million acres, remains California’s largest historic wildfire 
incident, but it was comprised of multiple fires that eventually merged. 
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abundant precipitation. However, as the storms moved into the Plains, downslope drying 
continued the very dry pattern across the central and southern Plains, the strongest of which 
on December 15 brought wind gusts to 100 mph across portions of eastern Colorado and 
Kansas.  

Precipitation for the last quarter of 2021 was above normal for much of the West into the 
northern Plains with a good start to the snowpack. According to NCRS, SWE on December 31 
was above normal for most basins in California, Oregon, Nevada, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, and 
Arizona, while SWE over the remainder of the West was near normal except for below normal 
SWE in New Mexico. However, the central and southern Plains, Lower Mississippi Valley, and 
Carolinas into Virginia all had their top 10 driest October to December periods on record. 
Temperatures were much above normal for most of the CONUS, with the central and southern 
Plains recording the warmest October to December period on record according to NCEI. 
Drought developed or increased in intensity across much of the central and southern Plains, 
Carolinas, Virginia, and Lower Mississippi Valley while drought improvement was observed 
across much of the West.  

Alaska continued to cool with abundant snow over much of the state by early December, but 
an unusually warm and wet storm brought icing and very heavy snow to parts of interior Alaska 
December 26, with Nome and Fairbanks recording their wettest December on record. Lee side 
locations in Hawai’i continued dry through November, but a strong Kona Low December 5-7 
brought heavy rains and flooding to much of the state, with heavy snow falling across the 
higher peaks of Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea. 

Fire activity continued to wane across much of the West through October. However, a 
downslope wind event across north-central Montana on October 4, and Santa Ana winds on 
October 11 started several new large fires, including the Alisal fire west of Santa Barbara, 
California. The atmospheric river event on October 23-55 effectively ended the 2021 fire 
season for the Northwest, northern California, and Great Basin Geographic Areas, as well as 
the Northern Rockies west of the Continental Divide. However, fire activity began to increase 
across the Plains and portions of the Southern Geographic Area in October. 

Fire activity was minimal for much of the West through November but continued to increase 
across the Plains and portions of the Southern Area. Several large fires were observed across 
the plains of New Mexico, Colorado, Montana, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Texas during 
periodic wind events throughout November. Large fires also occurred across portions of 
Alabama, Kentucky, West Virginia, Virginia, and the Carolinas due to dry northwest winds 
behind passing cold fronts. Other large fires occurred across portions of Arkansas, southern 
Missouri, Mississippi, and Alabama during November as well.  

December saw a marked increase in fire activity across the central and southern Plains as well 
as the Front Range. A strong downslope wind event on December 1 started two large fires 
across north-central Montana with the West Wind fire burning through Denton, Montana. 
Periodic wind events and large fires continued across the Plains through the month, but the 
most significant event occurred December 15 with wind gusts up to 100 mph. Over a dozen 
large fires erupted that day over Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. This unusual late-season 
event resulted in the nation’s tenth largest fire of 2021, the Four County fire in central Kansas, 
which spanned over 30-miles run burned almost all of its 122,000 acres on the same day it 
ignited. Strong downslope winds gusting to 110 mph along the Colorado Front Range on 
December 30 resulted in the Marshall fire, which burned over 1,000 structures in the 
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communities of Superior and Louisville. Large fires also continued through December across 
portions of the Lower Mississippi Valley and central Appalachians due to the continued dry 
conditions. 

National Fire Activity Synopsis 
Nationally, there were 58,985 wildfires reported in 2021, compared to 58,950 wildfires reported 
in 2020. Reported wildfires consumed 7,125,643 acres nationally, compared to 10,122,336 
acres in 2020.  

In 2021, the reported number of wildfires and acres burned nationwide were remarkably similar 
to their respective 10-year averages; however, there was considerable variation among the 
Geographic Areas. In general, there can be wider variance from year to year (and in 
comparison to averages) in acres burned, while number of fires tends to vary to a lesser 
extent.  Alaska Area and Southern Area, which are two Geographic Areas that sometimes 
account for especially large percentages of the nation’s total acres burned in any given year, 
saw fewer fires and burned significantly less acreage than normal in 2021. Similarly, Great 
Basin had a relatively normal number of fires, but burned far fewer acres than normal in 2021. 
As a result, the national totals for fires and acres burned were close to average, even though 
some other Geographic Areas saw abnormally high levels of activity in 2021.  

In comparison to their 10-year average fire occurrence, 2021 was a particularly active year for 
four Geographic Areas. Northern California experienced a near normal number of ignitions, but 
saw some of those fires grow to enormous size, causing the overall acreage burned to 
significantly exceed the area’s 10-year average (further notable because the annual average 
itself had increased considerably after the busy 2018 and 2020 fire seasons in Northern 
California). In Northwest and Eastern Areas, the combination of more fires and large sizes 
resulted in above average activity. That trend was amplified most in Northern Rockies, which 
tallied significantly more fires and burned more than twice the normal acreage in comparison 
with its 10-year averages. 

A total of 5,972 structures were reported destroyed by wildfires in 2021, including 3,577 
residences, 2,225 minor structures, and 237 commercial/mixed residential structures.  In 2021, 
California accounted for the highest number of structures lost in one state: 2,031 residences, 
196 commercial/mixed residential structures and 1,136 minor structures. Regarding structures 
lost, the year’s most destructive fire occurred at the very end of 2021. When the Marshall fire in 
Colorado ignited on the afternoon of December 30, and burned more than 1,000 residences in 
just a few hours during an extreme wind event.  

Requests for firefighting resources placed with NICC during the 2021 fire season were near or 
above the 10-year average in all categories. Filled requests for crews, engines, and overhead 
were well above their respective 10-year averages. While aircraft usage has almost certainly 
not declined, orders for helicopters and heavy airtankers were at or below their respective 10-
year averages due to the amount of “surge” aircraft made available in 2021.  
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Significant Incidents Over 40,000 Acres in 2021

* L – Lightning H – Human U – Unknown/Under Investigation NR – Not Reported 
Information in the above table was derived from the Sit/209 Application. This information may not reflect final official figures. 

Name GACC State Start 
Date 

Contain or Last 
Report Date 

Size 
(acres) Cause* Estimated 

Cost 
Dixie NO CA 7/13 10/23 963,309 U $637,428,216 

Bootleg NW OR 7/6 8/13 413,717 L $100,900,000 
Monument NO CA 7/31 10/25 223,124 L $163,739,291 

Caldor NO CA 8/14 10/20 221,835 H $271,147,512 
River Complex NO CA 7/30 10/24 199,359 L $95,340,595 

Telegraph SW AZ 6/4 7/2 180,757 H $36,400,000 
Richard Spring NR MT 8/8 8/20 171,130 L $6,500,000 

Antelope NO CA 8/1 10/14 145,632 U $74,950,300 
McFarland NO CA 7/30 9/15 122,653 L $43,960,000 

Four County RM KS 12/15 12/23 121,622 H NR 
Snake River 

Complex 
NR ID 7/8 8/18 109,444 L $9,498,972 

Schneider Springs NW WA 8/4 10/25 107,322 L $53,955,225 
Beckwourth 

Complex 
NO CA 7/3 9/21 105,670 U $542,539,952 

Windy SO CA 9/9 11/10 97,528 L $78,421,741 
McCash NO CA 7/31 10/27 94,962 L $53,350,000 

Cougar Peak NW OR 9/7 10/20 91,810 U $26,000,000 
Johnson SW NM 5/20 7/15 88,918 L $7,500,000 
Boundary GB ID 8/10 10/21 88,757 L $12,002,000 

KNP Complex SO CA 9/12 12/15 88,307 L $170,000,000 
Rafael SW AZ 6/20 7/13 78,065 L $11,000,000 
Mescal SW AZ 6/1 6/16 72,250 H $12,075,000 

Cub Creek 2 NW WA 7/16 9/26 70,168 H $27,788,529 
Devil’s Knob 

Complex 
NW OR 8/3 10/29 70,110 L NR 

Tamarack GB NV 7/16 10/7 68,637 L $37,000,000 
P F NR MT 7/27 8/3 66,134 U $1,800,000 

Trail Creek NR MT 7/8 10/28 62,013 L $40,000,000 
Whitmore NW WA 8/3 10/16 58,234 L $20,000,000 

Cedar Creek NW WA 7/10 9/26 55,842 L $40,042,323 
Woods Creek NR MT 7/21 10/21 55,449 L $27,000,000 

Dry Gulch NW WA 7/7 8/28 55,102 L $3,679,000 
Munson Creek AK AK 6/25 7/27 54,050 L $1,073,724 

Dry Creek AK AK 6/14 7/22 52,382 L $1,464,000 
Rough Patch 

Complex 
NW OR 7/29 11/10 50,564 L NR 

Summit Trail NW WA 7/13 10/16 46,329 L $58,000,000 
Dixie NR ID 7/5 11/4 43,802 L $30,000,000 

Green Ridge NW OR 7/9 10/13 43,694 L $4,330,000 
Backbone SW AZ 6/17 7/14 40,855 L $13,200,000 

Mana Road NO HI 8/1 8/9 40,000 H NR 
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Wildfires and Acres
Large fires are defined in the National Mobilization Guide as fires that burn a minimum of 100 
acres in timber fuel types, 300 acres in grass and brush fuel types, or are otherwise managed 
by a Type 1 or 2 Incident Management Team or NIMO.  

There were 943 large wildfires and complexes reported in 2021 (derived from ICS-209 reports 
submitted through the SIT/209 Application). Large wildfires represented less than 2% of total 
wildfires reported nationally in 2021. The map below depicts the locations of these fires. 
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Large Wildfires by Geographic Area and Agency 
In 2021, most incidents that met “large fire” criteria occurred in Southern Area and on lands 
protected by a state-level or other non-federal fire management organization. 
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Overall Wildfire Activity Reported to NICC
In 2021, there were 58,985 wildfires that burned 7,125,643 acres. The total number of fires and 
acres burned in 2021 were similar to both the five and ten-year national averages. However, 
as explained previously, 2021 was a notably active year for certain Geographic Areas.   

Wildfires by Geographic Area 
Overall, the distribution of the number of wildfires in 2021 was like previous years, with the 
Southern Area and Eastern Area accounting for nearly half of the fires in the United States.  
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